Abstract-With the development of computer technology, the architecture of computer system has been evolved into a highly complex nonlinear system structure. According to the theory of artificial intelligence, computer system can quickly reflect the basic features of the function in human beings' brain by simulation. Based on the control principles of fuzzy neural network algorithm, the principle of slot grouping of the fault detection data stream of multimedia remote wireless network is combined with that of the principle of frequency grouping to build the fault detection model. Based on the common fault types of the current wireless network, the results of the applied model are significantly. Furthermore, fuzzy simulation model is constructed, which can accurately monitors the fault of current network through the fuzzy simulation. According to the simulation curve, it can accurately determines the type and degree of the fault. Then the stability of the output results is close to the normal state with a strong practicality.
INTRODUCTION
Artificial neural network is a nonlinear structure that is realized by a myriad of relatively simple and relate linked analog neurons. The input information is carried on the association analysis with the output information through the unique network structure of the artificial neural network, and it is output in the form of implicit function code [1] . At the same time, artificial neural network has its own unique function of self-learning, which can fuse this theory of nonlinear mapping into the information processing by itself, so as to tend the target demand to be optimal.
Combined with Neural network and fuzzy logic system technology, a kind of new thought and an important method of intelligent control are currently booming. From the principle of fuzzy control, it can be seen that deviation change quantitatively reflects the change in direction and size controlled process state in the present moment, so the fuzzy control has a certain predictive ability of the pure lag system, but fuzzy control of large delay system is lack of effective control, especially the multi variable, nonlinear big lagged system [2, 3] . Through cooperative method for monitoring packet, frequency grouping remote wireless network by combination and optimization of fuzzy control, it can realize real-time forecasting, feedback and control, and also improve the robustness of the system, adaptive ability and anti disturbance ability [4] . Considering the network structure prediction model, the training samples contained errors inevitably. If the network is in structural redundancy, it will affect the convergence direction deviation caused by the global mining, and lead to the drops over fitting of generalization ability [5] [6] [7] [8] . To solve this problem, by using a lot of linked neurons distributed parallel manner to meet the training precision, the network also has better generalization performance, and multi-step prediction for the system, the nonlinear big lagged system can be achieved to precise control other equipments. By using fuzzy control to realize fuzzy rules based on experience and using the optimal control for fuzzy rulesat the same time, they are not adaptive and incompleteness, which can effectively improve the antiinterference ability of the system and the adaptive ability [9] . On this basis, combining the fuzzy optimization control, the system has good tracking adjustment ability, which ensures the accuracy of fault detection in multimedia remote wireless network.
II. FAULT DETECTION MODEL OF MULTIMEDIA REMOTE WIRELESS NETWORK
Artificial neural networks (ANN) is a constructed information processing structure model based on computer information system technology [10] . From the perspective of the simulation of the human brain thinking ability, ANN combines with the characteristics of neural structure and thinking mechanism of human brain information processing, so as to explore different expression ways of information, storage types and information processing mechanism. The processing of ANN on information can have more similar thinking ability to the human brain [11] . The neuron model of the most basic unit is generally composed of three basic elements, as shown below.
As shown in Figure 1 , the basic neuron model contains a link, a summation, and a nonlinear activation function.
where f and g represent as a function. When the neuron has no internal state, namely () The strength of unit link by is determined by the weight value of each chain. When the weight value is greater than 0, it indicates that the unit link has been activated, or it is not activated. The summation of unit is mainly determined by the summation of weighted value of the input signal [12] . The main role of nonlinear activation function is to restrict the whole output results of neurons in a certain range, which plays a nonlinear mapping function. The input and output relationships are shown in the formula (6) and formula (7). Multimedia remote wireless network is rapidly developed in recent years, and there are many questions needed to be solved in the operation process [13] . Based on the number of data card and the coverage area, general network collaborative monitoring of remote wireless network all selects the methods of the slot grouping and the frequency grouping remote network, and the specific is as shown in Figure 2 .
As shown in Figure 2 , in the remote wireless network, in order to balance the relationship between the resource utilization rate and the network performance, to reduce the co-channel interference, and to improve the handover success rate of network, it can use fuzzy neuron to carry out the fault detection algorithm of the network intervals. The whole searching process of fuzzy neural network algorithm is a dynamic transfer of a whole state under different circumstances, and the core of the whole state transfer is whether the dynamic transfer can have the convergent extreme points. The traditional neuron model is described in the formula (8). The relevant operation in formula (9) is changed to be the fuzzy operation, so it can obtain the fuzzy neuron based on the fuzzy operation. The model of this kind of neurons can be represented with the formula (10).
where  represents the fuzzy add operation.  represents fuzzy multiplication operation. Similarly, in formula (10), the operation can be also replaced with the fuzzy logic operation, so it has the "or" neurons. Similarly, it also has the "and" neuron, and its model is as shown in formula (12 In the classical neural network system, usually used neuron is the kind of MP neuron [10] . The main features of MP neurons are as follows. Firstly, it is a information processing unit with multi-input and single output. Secondly, the internal state of neuron is represented as formula (13).
where 12 , , , 
The main idea of cloud computing is the combination The main idea of cloud computing is the combination of computer network source, and assigned to each computer network users. And the user will be able to pay for the using, which makes full use of network source [4, 5] . Distribution of cloud computing network source is multidimension [14] . Using the multidimensional data model C2MDSM model and the information interactive technology, assume that there are i user clients, and cloud computing provides i network source, in order to realize the reasonable resources distribution, we introduce 0-1 variables of 2 i , as shown in formula (15). 
Suppose that a computer network user obtain a cloud computing resources, so computing resources of network users can use the matrix representation as shown in formula (17). 
According to the multidimensional fractal theory, the mathematical model of cloud computing can be written in formula (18). 
Visual curve of computer cloud security policy can be controlled by MATLAB, using the multidimensional fractal theory we can design curve with different dimensions.
For the fault detection of multimedia remote wireless network based on fuzzy neural network, the mode of information processing is completed through a large number of interlinked neurons in parallel and distributed manner. In the chain of the interlinked neurons, the information exists in the form of the distributed way, and the self-learning optimization and pattern recognition is mainly determined by the linked weight of single neuron, namely, the whole process is a dynamic evolvement process. The fault diagnosis parameters of common wireless network are as shown in the following table.   TABLE I. FAULT The fault mode Y respectively represent the probability of fault.
Due to the whole network interference of multimedia remote wireless network has a certain degree of volatility, the current test shows the interference fluctuation situation in different user groups, and the interference distribution of user's average distribution and centralized utilize is shown as below. As shown in Figure 4 , for different user groups, it can clearly see the relationship between uplink and downlink of dropping rate of the whole network system through this method. For different using radius, the relation of the two ways of communication interrupt rate is as shown below. 
The basis of fuzzy neuron is the traditional neuron, which can be derived from the traditional neurons. Based on this, the simulation model of wireless network fault detection is constructed as shown in the following. In order to compare with the artificial neural network, this fuzzy neural network is trained with the training data from the artificial neural network. According to the time series, it analyzes the trend with the time changing, then it finds out the rules, as shown below. It finds the anomaly data from a large amount of data, and the anomaly conditions include the too high data, too low data, and the too large amplitude changed data. Further, it carries on the data mining of the affected cause. It is as shown Figure (8) .
Dropping rate is unusually high, and it needs to pay attention to the time whether there is a problem. Field test PS128 downloads the streaming media with the conditions of P-CCPCH RSCP:-75dBm. The background network management views the equipment working properly, but the speed always can't improved, and it only has a dozen of kbps. When it views the flow by using DUmeter, the intermittent speed is increased, and then it decreases to 0. The observation of the signal and PS signaling processes are normal. The background RNC configuration parameters are observed, and the streaming download rate relies on the default. According to the location in the wireless network, network problems can be defined in three layers, including the equipment layer, network layer and resource utilization layer. The most likely occurred problems of each layer are shown in the following table. Through data analysis, it can grasp the basic situations of network coverage and interference, grasp the operating performance and quality conditions, including the access success rate of network, the dropped call rate, handover success rate, and so on, and then grasp the network resource utilization conditions, including the worst cell scale and the availability of cell code resources. Eventually, problems are located with the combination of various analysis methods, so as to ensure the accuracy of multimedia remote wireless network fault detection.
In order to verify the effectiveness and reliability of computer cloud computing multidimensional fractal mathematical model designed in this paper, this paper uses the MATLAB software to draw the data processing of cloud computing. The safety certification frame structure is as shown in Figure 3 . When users register in the cloud computing private cloud, it will generate a user password, and verifies authentication element of the instruction using the multidimensional data security model C2MDSM. In this way the user pass the individual information to a private cloud, and the private cloud will store the identity and authentication information in the database. The authentication element t protects the user information not be stolen. Each time user uses a private cloud it need to be safety certification. The 2D form of the security model is as shown in Figure 11 . Figure 4 shows the 2D distribution of cloud computing security monitoring data. As shown in the diagram, this paper uses two kinds of fractal pattern, the snowflake shape and tree shape, to ensure security of user data in the cloud computing, and introduces it into the algorithm of private cloud, which realizes the resources allocation of multidimensional form and improves the efficiency of the allocation of resources. Figure 5 shows data safety monitoring 3D distribution of cloud computing. This method is more safe and reliable than the 2D distribution. Using the 3D dynamic instruction improves the security of the user's personal information in the private cloud space, and the efficiency of 3D variable dimension fractal resources allocation is higher than that in 2D variable dimension fractal. Considering the safety certification of the complex function, different plurality has different Julia sets. As shown in Figure 6 , the monitoring data has different cloud forms. Through the evolution of computer network data nodes, it can generate different data fractal, but its main structure is composed of two clouds. So it can adjust the root of cloud to adjust the security level of data and calculate the residual value. Table 4 shows the algorithm results using multidimensional fractal algorithm. From the table we can see, with the increasing number of cloud, security level gradually increases, but the residual values increases. Therefore in the cloud computing comprehensive it needs to consider various factors to improve the efficiency of security authentication.
V. SUMMARY
The core idea of artificial neural network was to simulate the thinking ability of human brain. The use of human brain thinking realized the different processing on the demanded information. The application of fuzzy neural network in the wireless network fault diagnosis made the output stability of neurons be closer to the normal state. Through the application analysis, this method was further proved to be effective. Through the simulation and fitting analysis, the results were significantly. And the practice indicated that this method applied in the fault detection of multimedia remote wireless network could improve the whole troubleshooting efficiency, and it provided scientific data support for the fault detection of multimedia remote wireless network.
